A SAFE SPACE FOR DIALOGUE THROUGH ART
ONLEVELGROUND.ORG

WHAT IS LEVEL
GROUND?
Level Ground uses art to create safe space for dialogue about
faith, gender, and sexuality. Our hope is to cultivate a better
way of speaking with one another across our diﬀerences
and disagreements.
The name Level Ground comes from a prophecy in the book of
Isaiah. The name embodies a space where we descend from our
mountains and climb out of the valleys to meet one another on
sacred, though likely uncomfortable, level ground.
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WELCOME
After taking Level Ground to six cities across North America for 19 days of
programming, I speak for the entire Level Ground team when I say that it feels
great to be back in Pasadena! Our first year brought new friendships, joy, and
inspiration to the mission of Level Ground. We are grateful.
As we continue to create spaces for dialogue about faith, gender, and sexuality, I am also
incredibly proud of how we’re growing as an organization. Our second annual Pasadena
festival promises to be a one-of-a-kind cultural and spiritual exploration about our
identities and what it means to be in relationship with people who are diﬀerent from us.
One of our hopes for 2015 is to include more diverse voices and topics in our
programming. From modern relationships to youth homelessness to mental illness to
bullying in schools, our intention is to foster a community that boldly faces some of the
challenging and surprising realities of the human experience.
The program that you hold in your hands is meant to serve as your festival guide. Not
only does it have the schedule (where to be and when), but you’ll also find curator notes
to help you prepare for each event. We’ve organized the festival into five sections this
year: Film Screenings, Workshops, the Liturgical Art Series, Live Performances, and
Level Ground Late Night.
Our team has added a comedy show and original art exhibits to this year’s festival and
we are excited to screen documentary films like Compelling Love that are beautifully
tailored to Level Ground’s mission. We’re also introducing specially-curated festival
events like Level Ground Live and our Story Hour.
Finally, as a completely volunteer-led organization, Level Ground wants to thank the
countless people who continue to make everything we do possible. To our volunteers,
our donors, our incredible design team at Rule29, and to the artists, filmmakers, and
speakers who so generously share your stories with us—Thank you!
With that, it is my honor to welcome you to the 2015 Level Ground Festival! May
you encounter new friendships, find purpose in your discomfort, and experience the
transformational power of dialoguing through art.
Samantha Curley
Level Ground, Executive Director

I WOULD RATHER LIVE IN A
WORLD WHERE MY LIFE IS
SURROUNDED BY MYSTERY
THAN LIVE IN A WORLD SO
SMALL THAT MY MIND COULD
COMPREHEND IT. HARRY EMERSON FOSDICK

A BIG THANK YOU
TO OUR SPONSORS
Level Ground is grateful for the generosity and partnership
of the following sponsors.

PRESENTING SPONSOR
Design by

SUPPORTING SPONSORS
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SHOWCASE SPONSORS

BLESSED ARE YOUR EYES BECAUSE THEY SEE…
TRULY I TELL YOU, MANY PROPHETS AND RIGHTEOUS
PEOPLE LONGED TO SEE WHAT YOU SEE,
BUT DID NOT SEE IT.
MATTHEW 13:16-17
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FILM SCREENING CURATOR NOTES
OPENING NIGHT WITH {THE AND}

GIVE ME SEX JESUS

LOCATION LA College of Music

LOCATION LA College of Music

SHOWING 7 PM, Thursday, February 26

SHOWING 8 PM, Friday, February 27

DIRECTED BY Topaz Adizes, 2014

DIRECTED BY Matt Barber, not yet released/
test screening

SUMMARY An interactive film experience
exploring relationships and friendships

SUMMARY Exploring the history of sexuality
and purity within the Christian church

LG TAGS Documentary, Arts, Interactive,
Psychology, Relationships

Now is a unique period of time where our emotional experiences of life and the way we
connect with one another are changing in fundamental ways. {The And}, a project presented
by The Skin Deep and based in Brooklyn, NY, creates experiences that help us rethink and
rediscover how we connect with others.
For example, would you ever talk with your
partner about what one of you would do if the
other cheated? Or about the best memories
you have with a close friend? What about
discussing the power dynamic between you?
These are diﬃcult conversations to have but
they’re ones that we need to have — and the
interactive documentary {The And} drives this
point home like nothing else Level Ground has
yet to encounter.
What’s an interactive documentary? We’ve
heard it described as “a Choose Your Own
Adventure-style film, but with less wizards
and dragons and more brutal honesty.” Each
experience is unique. The questions could be

anything from “What’s the correct usage of
money?” to “How do you feel when someone
hits on your partner?”
The project, and our opening night
experience, covers a huge variety of
relationship types, ranging in age from the
very young to the decidedly less young.
Sometimes it’s magical to watch, sometimes
it’s uncomfortable, but watching how people
do or don’t connect with each other and how
they communicate in diﬃcult situations is
fascinating on an intellectual level, wonderinspiring on a spiritual level, and incredibly
poignant on an emotional one. (S.C.)
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LG TAGS Documentary, Evangelical,
Relationships, Sex, Purity

Give Me Sex Jesus is a documentary film that explores the culture of American Evangelical
Christianity’s teaching on sex. Specifically it looks at the purity movement of the last
twenty years as represented by the “True Love Waits” campaign and the implications of this
movement, its successes, shortcomings, and failures.
The film features interviews with pastors,
Christian leaders, educators, individuals,
sociologists, psychologists, thinkers, historians,
virgins, sex workers, members of the LGBT
community, divorced people, those who waited
for marriage, those who didn’t, and other noteworthy experts.

This film, much like Level Ground, seeks to
be a catalyst for dialogue around faith and
sexuality — with all its various intersecting
elements. Is there a better way to speak
about faith and sexuality that does not feed
into the rhetoric and posture of the existing
culture wars? Can we engage these topics
without reducing them to problematic and
simplistic sound bites? This is a film for the
the experienced and the curious alike. (J.K.)

FILM SCREENING CURATOR NOTES
COMPELLING LOVE & SEXUAL IDENTITY

THE HOMESTRETCH

LOCATION First United Methodist

LOCATION First United Methodist

SHOWING 11 AM, Satruday, February 28

SHOWING 1 PM, Sunday, March 1

DIRECTED BY Kurt Neale, 93 min. 2014

DIRECTED BY Anne deMare and
Kirsten Kelly, 90 min, 2014

SUMMARY Connecting beyond tolerance,
stories of several gay and same-sexattracted Christians

SUMMARY Homeless teens fight to stay
in school, graduate, and build a future
LG TAGS Documentary, Homelessness,
Justice, Race

LG TAGS Documentary, Dialogue,
Family, Church

In a culture polarized by strong and often diﬀering opinions, how can we connect with those
whose beliefs, values, and lifestyles we find oﬀensive? The creators of Compelling Love
& Sexual Identity traveled the country, posing this question to a variety of people with
diﬀerent sexual orientations, gender identities and faith perspectives.
This documentary is the result of their candid
responses and oﬀers a thought-provoking
exploration of a third way of connecting
beyond tolerance or intolerance: a way
marked by compelling love.
Directed by Kurt Neale and produced by Dr.
Gary Barnes, this film asks tough questions of
its diverse subjects and viewers: What does it
look like to listen well? How can I sit across the
table from someone I disagree with strongly?
How can I love — in a real, compelling way —
my political or philosophical opponent?
These are deeply Christian questions, but this
is not a film exclusively for people of faith.

It is for anyone willing to listen and hope for
a better, loving cultural conversation about
sexual orientation and gender identity. If this
isn’t enough to compel you to join us for this
film, after the screening we’ll enjoy a catered
Chick-fil-A lunch while we dialogue together.
It is rare that Level Ground finds a film that
so powerfully encapsulates and embodies
the power of conversation and community
to create new ways of speaking across our
diﬀerences. Compelling Love & Sexual
Identity is remarkable documentary that we
are honored to screen as part of our festival
programming. (A.C.N.)
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The Homestretch is a poignantly honest, heartbreaking, yet hope-filled documentary
following three homeless, Chicago teens as they fight to stay in school, find work, put a roof
over their heads, and build a future. Following Kasey, Roque, and Anthony, the film bears
witness to both the struggles and triumphs that homeless youth experience. As the stories
of these three teens unfold, we see how youth homelessness is intertwined with issues of
immigration, education inequity, foster care, emotional and physical abuse, racial injustice,
LGBTQ rights, juvenile justice, and the school-to-prison pipeline.
Directed by Anne deMare and Kristen Kelly,
the film premiered here in Los Angeles at the
AFI Docs Film Festival and has toured the
country putting a face to the reality of youth
homelessness in America. For those of us that
hold firmly to the belief that each person is a
child of God and therefore deserves dignity,
respect, and justice, The Homestretch is a
must-see as it draws us into the story of young
people who are seemingly left behind by so
many forces in our society. For those of us who
have found a particular social justice concern to
rally behind, this film helps situate our particular
concern within the interwoven complexity of
justice. For those of us who desperately desire
a glimmer of hope in a world where things are
as they ought not to be, the courage, passion,
hard work and determination of Kasey, Anthony,
Roque, and those who come alongside them in
their journey is a testament to the reality that
God is still at work amidst the brokenness of
our world.

Watching this film harkens us to an implicit
call to action: what can I/we do? Are these
issues insurmountable? The Homestretch
reminds us that there are no easy answers to
large, systemic issues. It also reminds us of
the complicated web of causality, making it
diﬃcult to find an easy way to point a finger
and wash our hands of societal inequities.
As the film undoubtedly oﬀers a hope-filled
word in the remarkable spirit and fortitude of
each of the main subjects, it also oﬀers us a
word of encouragement as we seek to grow
in empathy, understanding, and response:
“It’s the right thing to do to be with someone
and welcome them and support them even if
that’s all you can do in that moment,” in these
complicated matters, the little things we do
certainly matter. (J.D.)

FILM SCREENING CURATOR NOTES
PRIDE

SHORTS PROGRAM On Relationships
LOCATION First United Methodist

LOCATION LA College of Music

SHOWING 9 PM, Saturday, February 28

SHOWING 5:30 PM, Saturday, February 28

DIRECTED BY Matthew Warchus,
120 min., rated-R for some adult humor
and language, 2014

SUMMARY A lineup of short films
that highlight our many diverse and
complex relationships

SUMMARY Two groups discover that
standing together makes for the strongest
union of all

LG TAGS Family, Relationships, Justice,
Documentary, Narrative

LG TAGS Film, Family, History, Unity

What do Welsh coal miners and gay British activists have in common? More than you might
expect.Pride is a narrative film about the true story of a group of lesbian and gay activists
who supported the coal miners’ strike in 1980s Britain. With a top-notch cast led by familiar
faces like Bill Nighy and Dominic West, this independent film has won a variety of accolades
and garnered significant critical acclaim since it premiered at the 2014 Cannes Film Festival
where it won the Queer Palm award. Pride went on to be nominated for a Golden Globe
for best musical or comedy and to be named the top movie of the Year by the British
Independent Film Awards.
Although this film is grounded in a historical
reality, it oﬀers a transcendent story about
the power of generosity and the shared,
hard-won joy of breaking down barriers within
communities. Music, laughter and dancing are in
abundant supply. And while there is no shortage
of joy in this brilliant story, there is also depth,
reflection and tremendous insight into both the
horror and hope of the human condition.

ABAN+ KHORSHID 2014, Directed by

Dawn Serink, 14 min.

A LONG WALK 2013, Directed by Chinonye
Chukwu, 14 min.

diﬀerent from themselves? These are the
tough questions Pride dives into with a disco
beat and a clever grin.
Level Ground is honored to screen Pride
because of its profound illustration of the
kinds of friendships that form when people
from deeply diﬀerent perspectives find ways
to dialogue and work together toward shared
ends. (A.C.N.)

FACING FEAR 2013, Directed by Jason
Cohen, 23 min. *Academy Award nominated
documentary 2014

Relationships are a central aspect of how
we are formed and become who we are.
Whether familial or romantic, friend or
mentor, longstanding or a chance encounter,
each of the five films in this year’s shorts
program include diverse and complex
relationships that oﬀer to challenge,
provoke, and heal us.
As we begin to talk about gender, sexuality,
and faith it is perhaps obvious that almost, if
not all of our experiences are contoured and
shaped by relationships — for good and for
ill. How much of your own experiences and
understanding of the world is shaped in and
through your relationships with others? What
relationships matter most? Could you forgive?
What are you willing to risk in order to protect
and be with the people you love? (J.K.)

What does community transformation look
like? How can anger be turned into friendship?
What motivates someone to help people

MY MOTHER’S ORPHAN 2014, Directed by
Melissa Perez, 10.5 min.
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SHATTERCANE 2008, Directed by Michael
Tringe, 18 min.

WORKSHOPS CURATOR NOTES
ALAN CHAMBERS EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

BECOMING SAFE PEOPLE Workshop

LOCATION University Club of Pasadena

LOCATION First United Methodist

SHOWING 5 PM, Friday, February 27

SHOWING 12 PM, Friday, February 27

Alan and Leslie Chambers got engaged
on their first date and married in 1998,
beginning a very public journey together.
Alan’s story as a Christian with a gay
orientation, the couple’s unlikely union,
and his work have fascinated—and in some
cases, outraged—observers.

Level Ground believes that safe space is
integral for transforming how we see each
other in order to create a world of peace
and civility.
Creating these safe spaces for dialogue must
begin by first becoming safe people. This
workshop will help increase your own capacity
to listen and speak in ways that foster authentic
and respectful communication. Self-awareness
and mindfulness skills along with an overview of
the complexity of sexual identity development
will support you in becoming a safer person
who creates safe space for others. (S.C.)

From 2001 to 2013, Alan led Exodus International.
Then, he oversaw the closure of the ministry.
He and Leslie are now focused on building
relationships with the LGBT community and
encouraging the global church to do the same.
Level Ground board member and Fast
Company editor-at-large Jeﬀ Chu will interview
Alan about his journey, his time with Exodus,
and what he believes it means and requires to
establish trust with LGBT individuals. If you
were fortunate enough to experience Jeﬀ’s
interview with Megan Phelps Roper at last
year’s festival, you know this is an event you
absolutely will not want to miss. (S.C.)

STORY HOUR
LOCATION First United Methodist
SHOWING 2 PM Saturday, February 28
Hannah Arendt wrote that “storytelling
reveals meaning without committing the
error of defining it.”
We invite you to join us to hear stories read by
authors and writers working to create dialogue
about faith, gender, and sexuality through their
words. There will be a short reading by four
writers followed by a dialogue about how words
and stories create level ground spaces. (S.C.)

LGBT FAMILY DINNER
LOCATION First United Methodist
SHOWING 5 PM, Saturday, February 28
Mental health and well-being – including
risk for suicide, substance abuse and HIV,
as well as positive outcomes such as selfesteem – are directly linked to behaviors
that express acceptance and rejection
of a person’s LGBT identity.
This meal is specifically for families who desire
a space to talk about how faith, gender, and
sexuality impact their familial relationships
while learning how to better support LGBT
family members. The evening will also include
a presentation from Caitlin Ryan of the Family
Acceptance Project and a short film screening.
We ask that two or more family members sign
up together to experience this uniquely special
evening of delicious food, curated space, and
facilitated dialogue. (S.C.)

PERFORMANCES CURATOR NOTES
LEVEL GROUND LIVE

CEILING IN THE FLOOR
LOCATION Lineage Dance Studio

LOCATION LA College of Music

SHOWING 3 PM, Saturday, February 28

SHOWING 7:30 PM, Saturday, February 28

Known for its artistic excellence and
innovative contemporary choreography,
Lineage Dance Company has been making
the arts accessible to diverse audiences
since its founding in 1999. The company
opened The Lineage Performing Arts
Center in 2010 in order to build community
through the arts and to further its mission of
making the arts accessible to all.

Do you remember discovering a song that
perfectly described your experience of
heartbreak or falling in love or losing a
friend? Have you seen a performance on So
You Think You Can Dance (or at the ballet)
that left you weeping in a way you could
never explain to another person?

Ceiling In The Floor, performed by Lineage
Dance Company, is choreographed by Artistic
Director Hilary Thomas. Part dance, part monologue, part music, Ceiling In The Floor is the
deeply personal true story of two local Pasadena artists who went from inseparable to nonspeaking as the result of a quiet struggle with depression and suicide.
Level Ground is proud to include this beautifully moving performance as part of this year’s
festival. Thanks to national research studies, there is a growing awareness that LGBT individuals
are at increased risk for suicidal thoughts and behaviors, suicide attempts, and suicide. Mental
illness still remains a pervasive and diﬃcult to approach topic that desperately needs to be talked
about, not only in LGBT communities but in religious contexts as well.
It is rare to find a piece of art that so powerfully captivates and gently invites conversation about
what is too often hidden in shame and secret. The performance will be followed by a dialogue led
by experts from mental health service organizations.
In order to support the creative talent of Lineage Dance Company, tickets to this show are
$10. Due to themes of suicide and the mention of drug use, discretion is advised when bringing
children. The show is recommended for everyone over 13 years old. (S.C.)
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Level Ground LIVE brings Los Angeles’
premier singers, dancers, visual artists, and
poets together for a night of unforgettably
dynamic and artful storytelling.
We all experience moments — some intentional, others unexpected — so packed with emotion
that we struggle to articulate, let alone share what we’ve encountered and what it meant. Level
Ground believes that experiencing LIVE performances within a diverse community of artists will
provide us with a uniquely cathartic and transformational opportunity to experience both the
beauty and pain of life as we’re living it.
We invite you to share in the incredible talent and vulnerable stories of some of our favorite
artists as they question, doubt, hope, and wrestle with their identities — sexual, religious, and
otherwise. (N.P.)

PERFORMANCES CURATOR NOTES
STORY PIRATES On Bullying
LOCATION LA College of Music
SHOWING 2 PM, Sunday, March 1
Story Pirates is a theatrical troupe of
musicians and improvisers who transform
children’s creative stories into professional,
loud, and hilarious stage shows. Founded in
2004, Story Pirates has become a leading
innovator in creative children’s education,
finding ways to foster imaginative
development through storytelling.
Their fun and memorable performances will
not only inspire your imagination, they have
been called “crazy entertaining” by The Daily
Show’s Jon Stewart. Over the past ten years, Story Pirates has invited tens of thousands of
students to see their own words and ideas come to life on stage, and watched as, one by one,
these children begin to call themselves writers.
While children are often left out of complex conversations about identity, faith, and sexuality,
the impacts of these conversations are often manifested in painful displays of bullying at school.
Level Ground believes in the importance of storytelling for giving voice to individual experiences
and encouraging honest conversations, even (and especially) for children. We hope you and your
family will consider attending this free workshop event put on by a talented group of performers.
(A.C.N.)
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Storytelling
reveals
meaning
without
committing
the error of
defining it.
HANNAH ARENDT

LITURGICAL ART CURATOR NOTES
TAIZE PRAYER

YOGA

I WILL BE HERE
LOCATION First United Methodist
SHOWING All Weekend

LOCATION First United Methodist

LOCATION First United Methodist

SHOWING 9 AM Friday, 9 AM Saturday,
8 AM Sunday

SHOWING 10 AM Friday, 10 AM Saturday,
9 AM Sunday

In the tiny town of Taizé, France, there is a
small monastic community. Founded during the
chaos of World War II, it continues a spiritual
journey of peace and reconciliation through
hospitality, reflection, and prayer. This year at
Level Ground, we have the opportunity to begin
our festival days with morning prayer in the
style of Taizé.

Yoga is a practice that teaches presence. It
reminds us to live as interconnected beings
— heart, soul, mind, and body. While the
complexities and stresses of our daily lives
may tempt us to compartmentalize, yoga
teaches us to resist this temptation. The
practice can heal, restore, and revive body
and soul. It can bring freedom and lightness
to the mind. We learn to be quiet, to hear our
inner dialogue, and to receive enough grace
to be where we are.

The Taizé common prayer liturgy is simple
but rich. It is built on three basic elements:
songs (simple phrases put to music and sung
in contemplative harmony), Scripture (a Psalm
and a brief reading from a Gospel), and silence
(seven to ten minutes of quieting the noise,
both externally and internally). Altogether, the
service lasts for about thirty minutes.
At the beginning of the full and often emotionally
intense days of the festival, this is an opportunity
to focus in three directions: inward (What is
going on in your own heart?), outward (Who are
the people around you?), and upward (How is the
love of God reaching out to embrace you?).
Whether you love contemplative prayer, are
unfamiliar with but intrigued by it, or don’t do
much praying at all, our hope is that engaging
with the liturgy of Taizé will invite you to find
rest, spiritual refreshment, and centering. (J.B.)

The intention of yoga is to show up just as you
are; to come as simply as you can manage.
It’s a practice that speaks of quiet reflection,
humble restoration, and grace for all. As
we learn what it means to accept ourselves
moment by moment, we cultivate the practice
of accepting others.
Yoga is for anyone and everyone. It’s not
just for the flexible, it is for the willing. Level
Ground begins each day with a simple,
beginning-level yoga class as a prayerful
and embodied reflection of the dialogue,
encounters, and discovery you may be
experiencing during the festival. (A.L.)

Religious saints are heroes of faith
venerated for outstanding character traits
and accomplishments. Gilded by the passage
of time, they enter through myth into a
liminal place between reality and possibility,
in which their fantastic stories inspire
and guide us to stronger faith and better
behavior. The historical church has identified
certain humans whose stories are vital for
fostering hope, while popular culture has its
own pantheon of ‘saints.’
By bringing together religious and secular
perspectives on what ‘makes’ a saint, this
exhibits diverse grouping of immortalized
individuals suggests the presence of the
graceful, gracious sameness and diﬀerence
that allows humans to sit in the grey together.
Borrowing the words of poet Tamisha Tyler
which inspired the promise that drives this
installation: “I will be here, with you, with
everything that I am, to enjoy the mystery
of everything that you are.”
A group of artists have chosen and created
portraits of the saints of human life who have
been recognized by the church, society, and
individuals as outstanding in their sphere of
influence, particularly as their stories may relate
to tales of faith, gender, and sexuality. These
portraits, each illustrated in the artists’ own
media and style, include symbolic imagery and
are accompanied with liturgical elements. They
occupy the open courtyard space of Pasadena’s
First United Methodist Church, which has been
designed to invite embodied meditation and
reflection. Taken together, this family album
of saints comprises an interactive, liturgical
installation that is meant to be as comforting
as it is uncomfortable, as nostalgic as it is
prophetic. (R.P.)

LITURGICAL ART CURATOR NOTES
RITUAL CYCLE

POETRY, COMPASSION, AND EMPATHY Workshop
LOCATION First United Methodist

LOCATION LA College of Music

SHOWING All Weekend

SHOWING 4 PM, Sunday, March 1

Ritual Cycle, a series of five experimental
films created by the Nomad Solstice
Collective, explores divine identity through
sacred, unique rituals. The viewer is invited
to travel into a space that challenges how
you view God. Mother Godde and Interim
Ignis — the first two films on exhibit at Level
Ground — explore grief, separation, and
cleansing as examined through the lenses of
both the feminine and masculine divine.

“Our task as stewards of the word begins
and ends in love. Loving language means
cherishing it for its beauty, precision, power
to enhance understanding, power to name,
power to heal. And it means using words as
instruments of love.”
—Marilyn Chandler McIntyre
“We go to poetry for one reason, so that we
might more fully inhabit our lives and the
world in which we live them, and that if we
more fully inhabit these things, we might be
less apt to destroy both.”
—Christian Wiman

Film allows us to access a familiar visual language
while experimenting with new ideas (such as
the divine as genderqueer or feminine) that
many haven’t considered deeply, if at all. The
malleability of the medium allows us to transport
viewers into an immersive world in which thought
and time transpire in ways that are very diﬀerent
than within our default existence.
Ritual Cycle is intended to provoke viewers,
whether you come from religious backgrounds or
not, into re-examining your concepts of divinity.
With rituals unmoored from the familiarity of
our various religions, we hope to provide a safe,
yet challenging space to begin asking questions.
Does removing the divine from

This workshop will explore the role of poetry in
fostering relationships and allowing us to enter
stories and spaces of those who are diﬀerent
from us. We’ll read a few poems and learn
how this art form captures the experiences of
compassion and empathy. Finally, we’ll reflect
on practical ways to use poetry to create level
ground in our own lives.

CLOSING CEREMONY
LOCATION LA College of Music

the constraints of a single gender broaden a
viewer’s faith, cause deep discomfort, or both?
How do you react to meaningful rituals that do
not resemble the expected rhythms of your own
faith or background?

SHOWING 6:30 PM, Sunday, March 1

The communal, flexible nature of film allows us to
create rituals and spaces that are not tied to any
one practice, but push beyond these boundaries.
All are welcome to join us as we wander through
this in-between, this sacred space. (N.S.)

A unique celebration for a unique festival-there will be music, ritual and a thoughtful
reflection on life, the festival and everything in
between. So plan to join us and help end this
year’s gathering in a soulful manner. (B.T.)

They say that it is not how you start, but how
you finish that counts so we have prepared a
great ending to our festival this year.

EVERY VALLEY WILL BE
RAISED UP, AND EVERY
MOUNTAIN AND HILL
WILL BE FLATTENED. THE
UNEVEN GROUND WILL
BECOME LEVEL. ISAIAH 40:4

LATE NIGHT CURATOR NOTES
HOMEBREWED CHRISTIANITY

BITCHFACE COMEDY

LOCATION Jones Coﬀee Roasters

LOCATION Jones Coﬀee Roasters

SHOWING 9 PM, Thursday, February 26

SHOWING 10 PM, Friday, February 27

Calling experienced and inexperienced
brewers, drinkers, and bible scholars alike,
Homebrewed Christianity speaks to craft
beer connoisseurs and theology nerds for
a hilariously good time.

Are we allowed to talk about sexuality and
spirituality at the same time? Are we allowed
to laugh about the awkwardness of both?
Is it possible for comedy to redeem our
uncomfortable truths, giving us space to talk
about sexuality at a level deeper than we’ve
previously been oﬀered?

Level Ground is excited to present this insightful
and irreverent podcast for the second straight
year as part of our festival programming.
Founded in 2008 and hosted by homebrewing
theology scholars Tripp Fuller and Bo
Sanders, this podcast is on the cutting edge
of progressive Christianity and reminds us of
the value of laughter and the wonders of craft
beer. Homebrewed Christianity complicates
supposedly simple conversations about faith and
reminds us that wit and whimsy are legitimate
ways to engage deeply spiritual conversations.
Previous guests on the podcast include N.T.
Wright, Rob Bell, Catherine Keller, Marcus Borg,
Brian McLaren, Walter Brueggemann, Bart
Ehrman, Tony Jones, Phyllis Tickle, and many
other influential and emerging Christian thinkers.
With beer provided by Level Ground’s
sponsor Monkish Brewing, Level Ground’s live
recording of this podcast will be a compelling
and comedic experience that promises to be
a perfect blend of both the irreverent and the
sacred. (A.C.N.)

The answer to those questions is a resounding
“Yes!” from comedians like Rachel Mac and the
lineup of performers she has put together for
Bitchface Comedy presented by Level Ground.
This curated alt comedy show will be an
entertaining exploration of the dangers, pitfalls
and foibles of human sexuality and spirituality.
Host Rachel Mac comes from a conservative
Christian home in Wisconsin, a topic she
discusses in her stand-up comedy in Los
Angeles and around the country. In L.A., you
can find Rachel hosting Bitchface Comedy and
co-hosting the Down Low Comedy Show. She
is also a talented educator and a prolific writer
racheltellsitlikeitis.com.
Rachel Mac and her community of comedians
are marked by their candor and honesty as
much as their incisive wit. What they say on
stage may be vulnerable, but as long as they
can make you laugh they are willing to share
their lives with an audience willing to listen and
laugh with them.
Level Ground is proud to present this comedy
hour, gladly acknowledging the raw poignancy
of stand-up and its power to share stories
and provide unexpected insights into the
complexity of human life. (A.C.N.)
Note: This comedy show will include adult language and
content and is not for all ages

CHECK US OUT AT ONLEVELGROUND.ORG HASHTAG WITH US: @ON_LEVELGROUND #LEVELGROUND

LATE NIGHT CURATOR NOTES
CLOSING PARTY
LOCATION Jones Coﬀee Roasters
SHOWING 8 PM, Sunday, March 1
Why do we celebrate?
At Level Ground we believe it is incredibly
important to balance pain and depth with
lighthearted spaces for friendship and joy.
These celebratory spaces oﬀer some of the
best opportunities to connect with others.
To share what we’ve seen, how our thinking
has been challenged, and how we are
being transformed.
These are the places we make new friends.
Where you see people who are diﬀerent from
you — who you’ve learned about on screen or
heard speak on stage — as people who love a
chicken sandwich or great IPA just as much as
you do.
We hope you’ll help us close out what
promises to be a great Level Ground Festival
by celebrating at Jones Coﬀee on Sunday
night where festival sponsors Chick-fil-A and
Lagunitas will be providing food and drink for
the party. Level Ground isn’t possible without
you and this party is our small way of saying
thank you to everyone who has made this
year’s festival a growing success!
At Level Ground we value and find as much
meaning in the celebration as we do the film
screenings, performances, and dialogues. This
is a place to laugh, dance, eat, and celebrate
that life is full of both pain and joy, darkness
and hope, conflict and love. (S.C.)

CHECK US OUT AT ONLEVELGROUND.ORG HASHTAG WITH US: @ON_LEVELGROUND #LEVELGROUND

“ART
SHOULD
PROVOKE,
DISTURB, AROUSE
OUR EMOTIONS,
EXPAND OUR SYMPATHIES
IN DIRECTIONS WE MAY NOT
ANTICIPATE AND MAY NOT EVEN
WISH.” JOYCE CAROL OATES

Now we see a reflection in a
mirror; then we will see face-toface. Now I know partially, but
then I will know completely in
the same way that I have been
completely known. 1 CORINTHIANS 13:12

BIOS
ADAM ACKLEY

ALAN CHAMBERS

Heath Adam Ackley, Ph.D. is a cerified Yoga Alliance instructor who
teaches religious studies yoga at the University of Redlands and Gender
Studies of Popular Culture at UC Irvine. Adam writes for both the
Huﬃngton Post’s Religion and Gay Voices pages, alongside numerous
published essays and scholarly books.

Alan and his wife Leslie married in 1998 and began a very public journey
living their faith and sharing their lives. From 2001 to 2013, Alan led Exodus
International until he and his core leadership team closed the ministry. Alan
and Leslie’s latest book, My Exodus: Leaving the Slavery of Religion. Loving
the Image of God in Everyone (Zondervan) releases in September.

JOSHUA BECKETT

RAFAEL J. CAÑIZARES-YUNEZ

Joshua is a Ph.D. student in Christian Ethics at Fuller Theological Seminary
with a focus and enthusiasm for reconciliation, justice, and public/political
theology. As a celibate gay Christian living in an intentional community,
Joshua serves as a Level Ground Theological Advisor.

Throughout Rafael’s life and work, two themes are constant: creating
work through play and and improvisation and discerning how this
process facilitates one’s experience of God. He is currently the Resident
Speaker at the Unity Center for Spiritual living in Amarillo, TX.

BRIAN BEHM

JESS DRIESENGA

Through vivid abstract landscape paintings, Brian explores the divine
nature of the created and how identity aﬀects notions of God. Within the
framework of a horizon, Brian toes the line between complete abstraction
and representation, creating moving art that describes the shifting landscape
of the soul. He lives and works in Baltimore, MD with his wife and son.

Jess is a Ph.D. student at Fuller Theological Seminary, studying Christian
ethics. Her interests include 19th century Dutch theology and 21st century
ethical issues in the urban context. She serves of the Theological Advisory
Council for Level Ground.

CISSY BRADY-ROGERS

QUA’MAINE JONES

Cissy is a psychotherapist, teacher, integrative health coach, and
advocate for compassionate self-care for everyone. Shes leads Alive
and Well in Christ: a non-profit devoted to helping women navigate
toxic cultural messages about health beauty, and sexuality.

Born into a musical family of 6 brothers and sisters and raised by a single
mother who taught music and performed in multiple companies throughout
the country, Qua’maine sings, raps, and produces music. He works at
Learning Works! Charter School, Hope Works teen shelter, and the Armory
Center for the Arts to create artWORKS, a youth-centered arts program.

TRISTA L. CARR, PSY.D.

MICHAEL KIMPAN

Trista is a Clinical Psychologist for a state prison in the Central Valley of
California, a consultant, and a conference speaker. She completed her
master’s and doctorate in clinical psychology at Regent University in
Virginia Beach, VA, where she was a research assistant for the Institute
for the Study of Sexual Identity, and also obtained a master’s degree in
Community Counseling from The University of Akron.

Michael is the Executive Director of The Marin Foundation and continuing
his seminary education at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School. He devotes
himself to help organizations navigate the cultural disconnect in discussions
surrounding the intersection of faith, gender, and sexuality. His book, Love
Never Fails, will be released at the end of 2015.

JEFF CHU
An editor and writer at Fast Company, Jeﬀ leads the magazine’s
coverage of China, philanthropy, and urban aﬀairs. As a graduate of
Princeton and the London School of Economics, as well as the son of a
Baptist preacher, he has written and reported extensively on religion.

RACHEL MAC
Rachel is a writer and comedian living in LA. She graduated from Wheaton
College and still retains much of her Christian upbringing, though her faith
is continually morphing and her doubts persist. She runs Bitchface Comedy,
a monthly comedy show at Jones Coﬀee in Pasadena while writing about
Christianity, teaching, dating, sex, and her John Hughes-esque family.

BIOS
EMILY MAYNARD

BARRY TAYLOR

Emily is from Portland, Oregon where she writes, speaks, and tweets
about navigating dating, friendship, faith, and culture. Her work has
been published in A Deeper Story, Prodigal Magazine, On Pop
Theology, and referenced in Relevant Magazine and The Atlantic.
She is a contributor to Faithfully Feminist, available August 2015.

Barry is a Brit living in Los Angeles. He writes, teaches,
makes music, sometimes makes trouble and explores the
intersection of life, faith, and culture.

DON NOCON

Laura is a writer and editor living in San Francisco who is
interested in the intersections of faith and culture. She is a
graduate of Westmont College and married to Zack Turner,
a native Coloradan and technophile.

Don is a LA-based photographer who breathes deepest in nature but
constantly wanders the streets looking to lend beauty to the small, ignored, and
forgotten. He looks for the Divine Story in every photograph and strives for
the chasm to be breached between the Church and the LGBTQ community

TIM OTTO
Tim is a pastor at the Church of the Sojourners, a live-together Christian
community in San Francisco. He holds a Masters of Theological Studies
from Duke Divinity School, worked as a registered nurse in an AIDS ward
for fourteen years, and authored and coauthored Oriented to Faith and
Inhabiting the Church: Biblical Wisdom for a New Monasticism, respectfully.

CAITLIN RYAN, PH.D., ACSW
Caitlin is a clinical social worker who has worked on LGBQ health and
mental health for 40 years. She directs the Family Acceptance Project
at San Francisco State University. Dr. Ryan collaborates with institutions,
faith communities, and advocates to develop an international movement
of family acceptance of LGBQ children, youth, and young adults.

REV. FRANK SCHAEFER
Frank is an ordained minister of the United Methodist Church. He was
defrocked in December 2013 when he refused to uphold the Book of
Discipline, which denounces gay marriage rights. His credentials were
reinstated in 2014, and he remains an advocate for human rights and
working in a new United Methodist parish in California.

AVRIL SPEAKS
Avril has over fifteen years of experience as a filmmaker to include credits as
a producer, writer, director, and editor. As a professor in the Cinematic Arts
Department at Azusa Pacific University, She finds her greatest joy in creating
art that encourages dialogue and reconciliation related to race and gender.

LAURA TURNER

TAMISHA TYLER
Tamisha is a recent graduate from Fuller Theological Seminary
with a Master of Divinity focusing on Worship, Theology, and the
Arts. She has served in ministry as a Creative Art Director and
aspires to connect the arts and theological education to inspire
artists and awaken the church.

WENDY VANDERWAL-GRITTER
Wendy is the author of Generous Spaciousness: Responding
to Gay Christians in the Church and has served as Executive
Director of New Direction Ministries of Canada since 2002. She
completed her Masters of Divinity degree in 1999 and is in the
final thesis stage of her doctorate.

MICHAEL WRIGHT
Michael has a Masters in Theology and the Arts from Fuller
Seminary where he manages social media and writes for Fuller
Magazine. He is an advocate for artists exploring spiritual themes,
for churches engaging the arts, and for wayfarers looking for
spiritual and cultural traditions to sustain them.

PHOTOGRAPHY
THANKS
To our friend Don Nocon for giving us permission
to use his photography throughout this years
Level Ground Festival.
For more information or to purchase
any of his prints visit his website
donnoconphotography.smugmug.com

DEFROCKED

How a Father’s
Act of Love Shook the
United Methodist Church
In Defrocked, Pastor
Franklyn Schaefer tells
his story in his own words.
“History-making”

—Lillian Daniel, author of
When “Spiritual But Not Religious” Is Not Enough

“Deeply moving” —Mel White, co-founder of
SoulForce and author of Stranger at the Gate

“A prophetic leader of our age”

—Cameron Trimble, executive director and CEO, The
Center for Progressive Renewal

ALSO FROM CHALICE PRESS
BLESSED ARE THE CRAZY
Sarah Griffith Lund
BE HOLY
Brian Christopher Coulter
FORWARD TOGETHER
William J. Barber II

www.ChalicePress.com
53     s #ANADA    

QUEER
FAITH
FORUM
Responding to the faith needs
of the LGBTQ communities
in Los Angeles and Orange
County through leadership
and disciple training.
LA GATHERING
1st & 3rd Tuesdays 7 PM
Founders Metropolitan
Community Church—LA
OC GATHERING
2nd & 4th Sundays 5 PM
The LGBT Center—OC
Contact us at newqff@gmail.com
or 562-674-8407

PROGRAM SPONSORS
THE CENTER FOR
LESBIAN AND GAY
STUDIES IN RELIGION
AND MINISTRY
CLGS at Pacific School of Religion in Berkeley,
California serves faith communities; the world
of academic religious scholarship; and lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and transgender people and
organizations. CLGS exists to shape a new public
discourse on religion and sexuality through
education, research, community building, and
advocacy. On April 16-17, 2015, we will host a
symposium on religious liberty for LGBTQ people.
Visit us at www.clgs.org.

THE CHRISTIAN CLOSET
TCC a web-based therapy practice for people
who are trying to work out what it means to have
an LGBTQ sexual identity within a Christian
context. Founder Candice Czybernat sees her
patients over the phone and via Skype so that no
matter where they live they can get the support
needed. Check out her writings here:
https://candiceczubernat.wordpress.com/.

THE MARIN
FOUNDATION
The Marin Foundation is a 501(c)3 non-profit
based out of Chicago, IL that works to build
bridges between the LBGTQ community and
conservatives through scientific research,
biblical and social education, and diverse
community gathering. Their approach makes a
sustainable diﬀerence in creating reconciliation
and understanding between religious and
secular cultures. Find out more on their website,
themarinfoundation.org and connect with them
on Twitter @MarinFoundation

ORIENTED TO FAITH:
A Dialogue about Sexual
Diversity in the Church

Oriented to Love is an in-depth dialogue around the
issue of sexual diversity in the church with the desire
to better understand our brothers and sisters in
Christ who come from diﬀering sexual and theological
orientations. Go to EvangelicalsforSocialAction.
org/Oriented-to-Love to learn about the goals and
to apply for the next dialogue!

THERAPISTS
4 EQUALITY
Lisa Maurel, M.A., MFT has over 20 years of
clinical training and professional experience in
family systems, psychodynamic psychotherapy,
mindfulness, and feminist systems of thought.
She founded Therapists 4 Equality in order to
utilize the principles of dialogue, education,
collaboration, and integration as a means of
addressing gender inequality at the heart of
many relational and communal conflicts.

THE TYLER CLEMENTI
FOUNDATION
TCF works to end online and oﬄine bullying
in schools, workplaces, and faith communities.
Guided by the life and story of Tyler Clementi, TCF
promotes creating safe places for vulnerable youth,
LGBT youth, and their allies both online and oﬄine.
ABOUT TYLER’S SUITE

Tyler’s Suite is an eight-piece choral movement
that tells the story of an eighteen year old college
student who died by suicide after being cyberbullied
for being gay by his college roommates.
TCF believes in music’s power to change people’s
hearts and minds towards love, acceptance, and
respect for all people. Learnmore at
www.tylerclementi.org.

ONE FINAL
THANK YOU
Level Ground would also like to thank
the many donors, volunteers, and
community partners who have made
the 2015 Festival possible. We could
not have done it without you:
Sexuality and Gender Collaborative at
Claremont School of Theology, HUB LA, USC
LGBT Center, LA League of Arts, PFLAG LA,
GLAAD, OneTable Fuller, Founders MCC,
Trista Carr, Family Accepptance Project,
Museum of Tolerance, Navarasa Dance Theatre,
SWIPES for the Homeless, Hope Works, PATH
for the Homeless, The Trevor Project, Cory
Marquez, Elizabeth Eichhorn, Jon Gathje,
Westley Garcia, Rebekah Neel, Victoria Behm,
Kristen Spencer, Erin Kennedy, Kelsey Collins,
Laura Schoonover Stoner, Johanna Greenway,
Joshua Ramsey, John Udell, Kelvin Martinez,
Amanda Halligan, Marcy Mejia, Matthew Jones,
Jonathan Stoner, Jessi Knippel, Morgan Shoup,
Brian Behm, Victoria Behm, Rachel Paprocki,
Leland and Jessi Merritt, Randy and Megan
VanDeventer, Desiree Singleton, Jeremiah
Cillpam, Christie Turner, Grace Kaste, Erin
Claxton, Annie Udell, Aaron Mauer, Heather
Gibbs, David Colgan, Judy and Phil Curley,
Kristin Leﬀel, Nick and Whitney Warnes,
Dawn Bjork, and so many others.

